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Abstract
Indian language WordNets have their individual web-based browsing interfaces
along with a common interface for IndoWordNet. These interfaces prove to be
useful for language learners and in an educational domain, however, they do not
provide the functionality of connecting to
them and browsing their data through a lucid application programming interface or
an API. In this paper, we present our work
on creating such an easy-to-use framework
which is bundled with the data for Indian
language WordNets and provides NLTK
WordNet interface like core functionalities in Python. Additionally, we use a
pre-built speech synthesis system for Hindi
language and augment Hindi data with audios for words, glosses, and example sentences. We provide a detailed usage of our
API and explain the functions for ease of
the user. Also, we package the IndoWordNet data along with the source code and
provide it openly for the purpose of research. We aim to provide all our work as
an open source framework for further development.

1

Introduction

WordNets are extensively used in many sub-tasks
for Natural language Processing (NLP) (Knight
and Luk, 1994; TufiŞ et al., 2004). They are a
rich semantic lexicon which are accessible, freeto-use and fairly accurate. They have been used
in cross-lingual information retrieval (Gonzalo et
al., 1998), word sense disambiguation (Sinha et al.,
2006), question answering (Pasca and Harabagiu,
2001) etc. Princeton WordNet (Fellbaum, 1998)
or the English WordNet was the first to come
into existence. EuroWordNet (Vossen, 1998) followed with a common structure for 12 European

languages. Indian language WordNets originated
with the advent of Hindi WordNet (Narayan et
al., 2002) and based on an expansion approach,
the rest of them were created. They form a common lexico-semantic resource called IndoWordNet (IWN) (Bhattacharyya, 2010). India has more
than 22 languages and 18 of these have constituent
WordNets under a common roof - IndoWordNet.
A considerable effort has gone into the creation
of a perfect Application Programming Interface
(API) for English WordNet and many of these are
available for use, publically. Although, we do not
see that kind of push for a common API for Indian language WordNets. NLP research for Indian
languages has seen tremendous growth in the recent past and wordnets are a crucial resource especially in the context of NLP methodologies based
on knowledge bases.
“With our work, we aim to provide an accessible,
robust, easy-to-use API for Indian language
WordNets.”
Additionally, this will help emerging wordnets acquire our open-source framework and adapt to it
for creating a simple python based API, thus helping NLP for their own language.

2 Motivation
Efforts to create a lexical semantic network for
Indian languages began with Hindi WordNet1
(Narayan et al., 2002), and based on the concept of
pivotal expansion, IndoWordNet2 (Bhattacharyya,
2010) was created. NLP for Indian languages is
gaining traction among the computer scientists in
India, and a robust framework which is readily
available for use is much needed. We believe that
such an API bundled with the IndoWordNet data
could be really helpful to the NLP community.
1

http://www.cfilt.iitb.ac.in/wordnet/
webhwn/index.php
2
http://www.cfilt.iitb.ac.in/indowordnet/

Princeton WordNet or the English WordNet API
is available for use via NLTK3 (Bird et al., 2009)
in Python. Bond et al. (2016) collaborate many
WordNets and provide open access for using the
wordnet data aligned with them. These wordnets
from all over the world are linked via their linkages to English WordNet. Indian language wordnets are also linked to English, but only 25000 out
of 40000+ synsets. Until the time all the synsets
are unlinked; a separate API for browsing through
Indian languages is required, and a common API
might not sufficiently cover the data available with
IndoWordNet.
Hence, we build this API with an aim that IndoWordNet data should also readily available in
an easy-to-use framework. Python facilitates prebuilt libraries and datasets for NLP via NLTK. TensorFlow by Google (Abadi et al., 2016) is also built
on Python, and other classic Machine Learning algorithms are available for use via the sci-kit learn
(sklearn) library (Pedregosa et al., 2011). Hence,
we choose Python for implementing the API and
build a framework using it.

3

Related Work

The Java WordNet Library4 has been extensively used for research across various domains
in NLP (Chauhan et al., 2013; Zesch et al., 2008;
Gurevych et al., 2012). extJWNL5 extend JWNL
and provides command-line support, and Maven6
support among many other features in their API.
Emerging WordNets like Sinhala WordNet (Welgama et al., 2011) employ JWNL to create an
API for their WordNet. Java API for WordNet
Searching (JAWS) (Spell, 2009) is another such
implementation. The MIT Java WordNet Interface (JWI)7 is also available for the same purposes and is available under the Creative Commons 4.0 License8 . Finlayson (2014) presents an
extensive evaluation of the APIs available in Java
for accessing Princeton WordNet. All of the work
above has been done for Java, and is available
for Princeton WordNet. A Python based toolkit,
ESTNLTK (Orasmaa et al., 2016) includes Esto3

http://www.nltk.org/
http://jwordnet.sourceforge.net/handbook.
html
5
http://extjwnl.sourceforge.net/
6
https://maven.apache.org/
7
https://projects.csail.mit.edu/jwi/
8
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.
0/
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Figure 1: Basic flow of the pyiwn API
nian WordNet developed under the EuroWordNet
project (Vossen, 1998).
Previously, efforts had been made to create an
API for IndoWordNet but they are not Python
based. Prabhugaonkar et al. (2012) describe a
two-layered architecture of a web-based API created using PHP. It requires one to download data
separately and is inconvenient to deploy; we also
come across hard-coded paths while trying to deploy their API. A Java-based API9 is available for
download on the Hindi WordNet web interface,
and also requires one to separately download the
database for Hindi WordNet. Redkar et al. (2016)
claim to have built an API for WordNets universally but their work is not publicly accessible, and
no references to their implementation could be
found. Hence, we work on an API which would
contain NLTK like functionality, should be robust,
readily available, and more importantly easy-touse.

4 API Design
We choose Python for implementation due to its
widespread use in the NLP community and aim to
align our work with NLTK. With this in mind, we
keep the design of our API similar to that of NLTK
WordNet Interface10 . Our API provides access to
synsets and their relational connections such as hypernymy, hyponymy, meronymy, etc. with other
synsets for all the languages mentioned in the Table 1. The basic flow of the API is visualized in
Figure 1. The API is available as an open source
project on GitHub11 .
9

https://goo.gl/N8GXAU
http://www.nltk.org/howto/wordnet.html
11
https://github.com/riteshpanjwani/pyiwn
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Language
Hindi
Assamese
Bengali
Bodo
Gujarati
Kannada
Kashmiri
Konkani
Malayalam
Manipuri
Marathi
Nepali
Odiya
Punjabi
Sanskrit
Tamil
Telugu
Urdu

Noun
29807
9065
27281
8788
26503
12765
21041
23144
20071
10156
23271
6748
27216
23255
32385
16312
12078
22990

Verb
3687
1676
2804
2296
2805
3119
2660
3000
3311
2021
3146
1477
2418
2836
1246
2803
2795
2801

Adjective
6336
3805
5815
4287
5828
5988
5365
5744
6257
3806
5269
3227
5273
5830
4006
5827
5776
5786

Adverb
541
412
445
414
445
170
400
482
501
332
539
261
377
443
265
477
442
443

Total
40371
14958
36346
15785
35599
22042
29469
32370
30140
16351
32226
11713
35284
32364
37907
25419
21091
34280

Table 1: Statistics of the synsets in IndoWordNet

synset belongs to in an ontology tree (Fensel,
2001).
Apart from the textual data, we also specifically augment Hindi WordNet with speech data
for all the words, glosses and example sentences.
The speech data is in Waveform Audio File Format (WAV). This data is obtained using Indic TTS,
a text-to-speech synthesis system for Indian languages (Patil et al., 2013).
Our system provides access to IWN data for the
languages mentioned in Table 1. The number of
synsets present in our database are also present in
the table above. Figure 1 shows the architecture
for our system.
4.2 Features

4.1

Data

The data for all the 18 languages is stored in the file
system. The organization of the data is described
as follows:
• Synsets. All the synset data for each language
in IndoWordNet is stored in a different file.
In each file, on each line, there is a synset
with its unique identifier, the synset, gloss,
examples, and the part of speech of the synset.
There are 4 more files for each language for
each of the part of speech: noun, verb, adjective, and adverb. These files contain the
synsets for the respective part of speech of the
synset.

Our API provides access to the synset data and its
lexico-semantic relations with other synsets for all
the languages in IndoWordNet. The API module
can imported in the following manner:
>>> from pyiwn import pyiwn
>>> iwn = pyiwn.IndoWordNet(lang)
The class IndoWordNet in the pyiwn module
takes language (lang) as an argument. In this
way, an object iwn is created to access the synset
and speech data from WordNet of that language.
The core features provided are described in the
following sections.
4.2.1 Synsets

• Words. This type of file contains all the
unique words available in the WordNet along
with its synset unique identifier and part of
speech tag. Similar to Synsets file, there is
separate file for each language. Each such file
contains all the words in the WordNet of the
respective language. There are 4 more files
for each language that has words for the respective part of speech of the synset.
• Synset relations. This type of file stores
various lexico-semantic relations among the
synsets. Since, the Indian language WordNets are based on Hindi WordNet, all the relations in Hindi WordNet are also valid for
other language WordNets in the IndoWordNet.
• Ontology nodes. The next is ontology nodes
file which contains a list of nodes that the

The API returns a Synset object for all the functions that are described ahead. The Synset object
holds the information described in Section 4.1.
The synsets can be accessed using in the following
ways:
Access to all synsets
>>> iwn.all_synsets()
This function gives access to all the synsets
for the given language.
>>> iwn.all_synsets(pos=pos_tag)
The above line signifies that the API will
give all the synsets for a given language where the
pos_tag can hold a string value from {noun, verb,
adjective, adverb}.

Access to synsets of a given word
>>> iwn.synsets(word)
This functions searches for all the synsets
that contain the given word and returns a Python
list of Synset objects that have all the properties of
a synset described the next section.
>>> iwn.synsets(word, pos=pos_tag)
Similarly, this function is used to filter the
results for a given word by an optional second
argument, pos_tag.

4.2.2

Synset properties

The synset has the properties like, head word (first
word of the synset), POS tag, gloss (definition of
the synset), examples, lemma names, ontology
nodes and relations which is described in detail in
Section 4.1. The API has a Synset class that has all
of these mentioned properties as functions. The
below code examples demonstrate the functions
of the Synset class.
# creates a list of Synset objects for the given word
and returns the first Synset object
>>> syn = iwn.synsets(word)[0]
# returns part of speech tag
>>> syn.pos()
# returns head word
>>> syn.head_word()
# returns definition
>>> syn.gloss()
# returns a list of examples
>>> syn.examples()
# returns a list of ontology nodes
>>> syn.ontology_nodes()
# returns a list of lemmas
>>> syn.lemma_names()
# returns a dictionary of relations
>>> syn.relations()

4.2.3 Words
The API also provides functions to access only
words of a particular language. The below code
examples show the usage of this functionality.
# returns a list of all the words in the given
language
>>> iwn.all_words()
# returns a list of all the words in the given
language filtered by given an optional argument,
pos_tag
>>> iwn.all_words(pos=pos_tag)
4.2.4 Speech
The speech data for Hindi words can also be
accessed via the API using the following function
that takes a word as an argument and returns the
WAV file object.12
# returns a WAV file object for a given word
>>> iwn.word_speech(word)
# For the speech of the glosses and examples, first create a list of Synset objects for the
given word and returns the first Synset object
>>> syn = iwn.synsets(word)[0]
# returns a WAV file object for a given gloss
>>> syn.gloss_speech(gloss)
# returns a list of WAV file objects for a given list
of examples
>>> syn.examples_speech(examples)
4.2.5 Morphological Analyzer
The role of morphological analyzers is to find
the dictionary form of the word by restoring the
changes caused by inflectional or derivational
morphology of the language (nationalism → nation) (Buckwalter, 2002).
The API provides a function that takes in a word
of a given language and returns the dictionary
form of the word (lemma) which can then be
passed on to other functions in the API.
# returns a lemma for the given word
>>> iwn.morph(word)
This functionality enables us to find the related
synsets for many morphological variants of the
12

https://docs.python.org/2/library/wave.html

words. This is really helpful in case of morphologically rich languages like Marathi. Currently, this
feature is available only for the languages Hindi
and Marathi. We plan to include the morphological analyzer for other languages in the future.

Francis Bond, Piek Vossen, John P McCrae, and Christiane Fellbaum. 2016. Cili: the collaborative interlingual index. In Proceedings of the Global WordNet
Conference, volume 2016.

5

Rashmi Chauhan, Rayan Goudar, Robin Sharma, and
Atul Chauhan. 2013. Domain ontology based
semantic search for efficient information retrieval
through automatic query expansion. In Intelligent
Systems and Signal Processing (ISSP), 2013 International Conference on, pages 397–402. IEEE.

Conclusion & Future work

We provide an API for accessing IndoWordNet using Python. WordNet package in NLTK is already
widely used amongst NLP researchers; we provide
them with a similar functionality for Indian language WordNets and bundle the data along with.
We also provide audio data in a separate package
for the Hindi language. Currently, we only provide with functionalities such as displaying synset
data, browsing through relational connections of a
synset with other synsets, and access to speech data
for the Hindi language. We believe our work will
help the NLP community by providing them with
a robust and easy-to-use framework for Indian languages.
In future, we plan to add functionalities like getting the top-level relational synset, the path-length
of longest and shortest relational synset, finding
all parent/child synsets with respect to a lexicosemantic relation. We also plan to create voice
models using a speech synthesis system for other
Indian languages or use pre-built voice models to
generate audios for Indian languages and augment
our API with the audio data. In addition to this,
we aim to provide morphological analysis for more
languages other than Hindi and Marathi as a feature for the ability to search concepts using the inflectional form of a word. We hope our work helps
the Indian NLP diaspora further their research and
gain more insights.
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